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The expression of many genes, including most of the ribosomal proteins and the translationally controlled mRNAs for rRNA and ribosomal proteins, is reduced dramatically in rpb7 mutant cells, and virtually all of this reduction can be attributed to reductions in transcriptional rate ( Wu, Brown, Blower, Paniagua, Eisen, 1998 ). Thus, a
comprehensive study of transcriptional regulation is required to understand the controls on protein synthesis, especially as these controls operate during the translation process. These controls are particularly important because many of the transcriptional and posttranscriptional mechanisms controlling protein synthesis are themselves
controlled by the same set of transcriptional regulators, and hence the regulatory signal cascades of the cell are intertwined at multiple levels. Thus, a comprehensive study of transcriptional regulation is also necessary to understand the global control of gene expression, whether the expression of a specific gene is controlled by a single

transcription factor or several factors that act in concert. The two-hybrid system allows the rapid assessment of interactions between transcription factors and specific sites in the promoters of target genes, and as these studies progress, the locations of the transcriptional regulatory elements will be mapped for the set of genes involved in the
global control of gene expression, indicating the regulatory regions for each gene. A detailed analysis of two-hybrid interactions in this system will be described in the following section.
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phosphorus-rich soils (including paddy fields) on the tea fields between the qinduo and the shanhaiyuan mountains in the yunnan province were chosen to analyze the distribution of p in soil profiles. the soil samples at different depths were extracted by ammonium hydrogen oxalate, respectively, and analyzed by micro-analytical methods. the
mean phosphorus density was 7.6 g p m -3 and 13.0 g p m -3 in the 0-50 cm and 50-100 cm soil layers, respectively. the distribution of phosphorus in soil profiles over the tea field was similar. the main components were ca-bound phosphorus (ca-p) and al-p (aluminium phosphorus). the average content of calcium-bound phosphorus in 0-50
cm soil layer was around 67%, while that of soil phosphorus was around 17%. with the fast changes in digital technology, hardware, and software, there are times when it is necessary to use alternate ways to make certain adjustments to your machine. this document will give you various tips on how to solve different problems that can arise
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